AYSO Region 108 Belmont – Goal Storage Instructions
Updated 10/27/2018

This document serves to provide general guidance and any field-specific instructions.

Important Note: The sandbags must straddle the back-bar at all times, including when the goals
are being stored. The wheels may only be in down position while the goal is in transit. Once the
goal is in stored position, the wheels must be stored.

Sports Complex North - Goals:
Please note these items, different from other fields. The Sports Complex now has 8 total goals:
 2 full-size heavy “game” goals owned by the City which are named “Alumagoal”;
 2 full-size lighter goals owned by AYSO which are named “FoldAGoal” (DO NOT USE THESE
PRACTICE GOALS FOR GAMES AS THEY ARE WOBBLY AND NOT GAME READY);
 4 smaller 6x18 goals owned by Belmont United which are named “Agoura”.
- Usage of all goals is shared by BUSC and AYSO and are only available in the fall season (we must
securely store them off the field for the spring baseball season).
- All goals must have sandbags on them at all times – for practices, for games, and while sitting unused.
Sandbags always stay with the goals…do not store sandbags in the storage unit except in the spring
season when the goals are stored away for the season.
- For practices, the goals must NOT be used in the game-day goal area/goal mouth. This is a city
requirement to keep the grass quality as good as possible. Use the goals about 5 ft off the game day
field past the touchlines instead…that way if the goal mouth gets muddy, it’s off the game day field.
- The field is also used for baseball, and we should not leave the goals where they will interfere with
baseball activity. We need to move our equipment, not the baseball teams.
- Goals should always be stored adjacent to the walking path near the creek and pedestrian bridges
that cross the creek, thus allowing baseball use of the field when we are not there.
- After every practice and game, all eight goals must be stored along the creekside walking path
between the two pedestrian bridges. Store the Alumagoals together, the FoldAGoals together, and
each of the small goals paired together…stored facing each other “mouth-to-mouth”, wheels always
“up” in storage, with a chain/lock securing each side where the goalposts meet, and finally with
sandbags securing them (see instructions below).
Four smaller goals:
These goals are stored in pairs, Creekside by the small baseball backstops near the bike bridge and the
soccer field centerline. After the last practice/game of the day, make sure to store the goals there.
When stored, the goals must be facing each other (mouth-to-mouth), with the posts locked together
with the two chains, with 1 sandbag placed in the middle of each back bar, as shown in the image
below.

These four smaller goals are used on game days with the sideways (smaller) 9v9 fields, with 1 sandbag
placed in the middle on each back bar. Return the goals to their storage location upon the end of the

game unless another team is physically there and acknowledges to you that they are taking
responsibility for goal safety. Do not leave the goals in their game location if nobody is there to take
over goal safety ownership (even if you know there’s another game later that day).
Two full-size heavier Alumagoal “game” goals:
- ONLY for games: move these goals to game position, with 2 sandbags on each back bar.
- For practices, these goals may be used (not in the game day goal area) but must be safely stored after
you have completed (unless another team is practicing after you and both coaches have agreed for
the second team to take over goal safety ownership and acknowledged that they will store the goals
after their practice).
- These goals are also stored in pairs, Creekside by the small baseball backstops near the bike bridge
and the soccer field centerline. After the last practice/game of the day, make sure to store the goals
there. The goals must be facing each other (mouth-to-mouth), with the posts locked together with
the two chains, with 2 sandbags placed on each corner of the back bar as shown in the image below.

Two full-size lighter goals:
These goals are not used for games.
- For practices, these goals may be used (not in the game day goal area) but must be safely stored after
you have completed (unless another team is practicing after you and both coaches have agreed for
the second team to take over goal safety ownership and acknowledged that they will store the goals
after their practice).
1- These goals are also stored in pairs, Creekside by the small baseball backstops near the bike bridge

and the soccer field centerline. After the last practice of the day, make sure to store the goals there.
The goals must be facing each other (mouth-to-mouth), with the posts locked together with the two
chains, with 2 sandbags placed on each corner of the back bar, just like the Two full-size heavier
Alumagoal “game” goals shown in the image above.

Sports Complex – Store goals along
the creekside path

Sports Complex – All goals correctly stored mouth-to-mouth
along the creek path

Sports Complex South - Goals:
After every practice/game (unless the next group has already arrived), make sure to lock the goals
to the equipment box, which is located next to the large softball walk-in unit. While the photo below
does not show it, the chain should be wrapped around the poles of ALL six goals (four large and two
smaller ones inside it). The goals openings should face the wall.

Barrett - Goals:
After every practice/game, make sure to store the goals, unless the next group has already arrived.
The photos and description below each provide guidance for proper storage.

The goals must be stored in the front corner (corner closest to Ralston Ave and the parking lot) behind the
backstop.

The goals should be stored mouth to mouth, and perpendicular to Ralston Ave (use red truck on Ralston Ave
in the photo below as a reference marker).

Once the goals are in place, they should be chained together and locked to the fence.

As a last step, then chain and lock the two goals together on the side opposite the fence.

Nesbit - Goals:
After every practice/game (unless the next group has already arrived), we must store all 8 goals
in the gaps in the trees. Store one pair of the small goals inside one pair of the larger goals. The
goals face each other in pairs, with posts locked together with two chains/goal pair. Note: the
goals MUST be stored outside of the adjacent 3rd base foul line of the baseball field, regardless
of how far down from field they are placed.

Nesbit– West side of field near the back-fence apartments
rd

…outside of 3 base foul line

McDougall Park - Goals:
After every practice/game (unless the next group has already arrived), we must store both goals
along the south fence between the two baseball diamonds, with the OPEN side of the goals against
the fence. Lock post of the goal to the fence.

Ralston Middle School - Goals:
There are four goals to be used and stored at this location. After every practice/game (unless the
next group has already arrived), we must store all four goals along the west fence between the
baseball diamond and the school buildings.

Each of the smaller goals should be placed inside each of the larger goals, with the OPEN side of the
goals against the fence. There are three chains used to secure the goals in place. The procedure is
described below.

One chain should be looped around the posts of each pair of goals closest to each other, and
optionally around the fence post.

The other two chains should be used to attach outer set of posts to the adjacent fence.

Sandpiper - Goals:
The goal near the water is permanently locked in place, so no sandbags are needed since it is always
secure. The goal near the school must be unlocked for games, rolled into place, and secured with
sandbags; they should be rolled back and re-locked to the fence (with wheels in “up” position)
after the game/practice (unless another team is playing/practicing immediately after you and
you’ve had a conversation with a volunteer for the other team who has taken over field safety
responsibility). The four smaller goals are used for the smaller fields. These goals must be
positioned adjacently to each other and secured to the fence down the 3rd base line of the marked
baseball field, starting at the end of the fence closest to the water.

Goal near water is permanently locked to fence

Goal near school must be moved
next to fence and locked after use

Crystal Springs Middle School - Goals:
The goals at CSMS are typically stored mouth-to-mouth with sandbags on the part of the field
closest to the basketball courts. Every Saturday before games, we’ll have a field custodian come
out with a key and unlock the goals before the first game.

CSMS – If game played before yours, please leave goals “as
is”…they are already in place and secure.

When you arrive for your game…if there happened to be a game just before you, then you lucked
out and likely can leave the goals “as is”. Otherwise, you’ll need to move the goals into place.
First, drop the wheels “down” which will place the frame slightly above ground. Then wheel the
goals to their game location, and immediately place the wheels back “up” which will put the frame
on the turf for stability. Also take the sandbags and place them on the back bar.
At the end of your game (unless there is a team representative of another team about to play the
next game on site willing to take away goal safety responsibility), you’ll need to roll the goals back
to the basketball court side of the field and store them mouth-to-mouth with sandbags on the
back bar. Our field custodian will come and lock the goals back up at the end of each Saturday.

Marlin - Goals:
Marlin’s goals are owned by Juventus Soccer Club and they have different methods for goal safety
than our club standard for securing goals. Thus, below are some fairly detailed instructions for
you. Please realize that we are invited guests…take care of their equipment and please follow
the guidance below.
After every practice/game (unless the next group has already arrived), store the goals against the
North fence, with the OPEN side of the goals against the fence. There are 2 large goals and
multiple small goals. Put one small goal inside each large goal; lock one post of the small goal to
one post of the large goal and lock both to the fence. Lock the other 2 small goals next to each big
goal, next to the post not locked to an internal small goal. Some of the goals are securing with a
combo lock (see Managers’ page on our website for the combo). Other goals are secured with a
key…a copy of the key is inside the storage lock box in a plastic case.

Marlin Goals – Goals nearest to the bathrooms

Marlin Goals – Goals nearest to the tennis courts

Marlin Goals – Place one small goal inside the big goal, then lock
small goal to big goal

Marlin Goals – Then lock the other side of the big goal to the
other small goal

Fox Elementary School - Goals:
There are four small goals to be used and stored at this location. After every practice/game
(unless the next group has already arrived), we must store all four goals along the east fence
between the baseball diamond and the school buildings.

There are two chains affixed to the fence, each of which should be used to secure a set of goals, so
that goals are lined up next to each other along the fence.
Each chain should be looped around the posts closest to each other in each set, and locked.

